BAD BOY BRENNER

LENNI BRENNER, NOTORIOUS anti-Zionist propaganda merchant, has had to endure all sorts of insults on his recent tour of the UK.

At Middlesex Polytechnic, where only 2 people turned up to see him, his posters were banned by the student union for being antisemitic.

At Manchester University, the union executive rejected a J-Soc motion calling for Brenner to be banned on the grounds that he was a racist. However, Brenner's talk was so offensive that the executive later regretted their decision and have been writing to other unions warning them of Brenner's "definite antisemitic overtones".

At the LSE, the invitation to Brenner from the college anti-racist campaign was rescinded after evidence of Brenner's antisemitism was presented to the committee.

A particularly interesting aspect of Brenner's tour has been the involvement of TONY GREENSTEIN, banned by NUS after distributing antisemitic books at the NUS Conference in 1981. Greenstein was one of the main organisers of Brenner's tour, as a letter which is now in the possession of ALEPH clearly shows.

Brenner has now left Britain, vowing to return next year to promote another book called "The Iron Wall". If this tour is anything to go by, British students will give him and his offensive ideas short shrift.